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A B S T R A C T

Various scaling relationships relate the height of volcanic plumes to eruptive source conditions, atmo-
spheric density stratification, turbulent entrainment, and wind stresses. However, observational, analog,
and numerical studies used to test these scalings capture only a narrow range of natural eruptive condi-
tions. In particular, existing analytical scalings are not appropriate for the wind stress conditions typical of
the majority of volcanic eruptions. Accordingly, we develop a new analytical scaling for the height of buoy-
ant plumes rising in density-stratified uniform crossflows. We compare this scaling to existing analytical
scalings (Morton et al. 1956; Hewett et al. 1971) as well as “functional” scalings (i.e., parameterizations
expressed as a function of the Morton et al. (1956) scaling and a regime parameter related to wind stress,
Degruyter and Bonadonna (2012), Woodhouse et al. (2013), Carazzo et al. (2014)) using the extensive exper-
imental dataset from Carazzo et al. (2014) along with natural events from a new database including 94
eruptive phases. Our proposed scaling best predicts the height of experimental plumes, which enables us
to constrain the ratio of the wind to radial entrainment coefficients. For natural eruptions, the Woodhouse
et al. (2013) and Carazzo et al. (2014) scalings, which account explicitly for wind gradient, best predicts
plume heights. We show that accounting for atmospheric stratification and wind improves empirical rela-
tionships between mass eruption rates and plume heights. For tested scalings, analyze of residual heights for
natural eruption supports the hypothesis that volcanic plumes rise higher in a wetter atmosphere. Finally,
for analog plumes rising under moderate to high wind stresses, we show that plume shapes evolve over the
plume height, violating the self-similarity assumption on which all scalings and integral model results rely.
We discuss consequences for relaxing the self-similarity hypothesis as well as potential improvements for
standard integral plume models, in turn.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Overview: volcanic plume height and the problem of wind stresses

Analytical scaling relationships provide important insight into
the dynamics of volcanic plumes by relating the plume heights
to (i) eruption source conditions, (ii) atmospheric conditions and
(iii) the rate of turbulent entrainment of air into rising plumes.
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Scalings enable a better understanding of the main controls on
plume height which, in turn, enables rigorous assessments of soci-
etal impacts of explosive eruptions related to, e.g., falling ash (e.g.
Carey and Sparks, 1986), climate change on timescales of weeks
to centuries (e.g. Robock, 2000; Timmreck, 2012), and the deliv-
ery of nutrients to oceans, such as iron (e.g. Langmann et al., 2010;
Browning et al., 2015). Furthermore, when tested against analog
laboratory experiments, analytical scalings enable the calibration of
turbulent entrainment rates (e.g. Morton et al., 1956; Hoult and
Weil, 1972; Fischer et al., 1979) which must be specified in more
sophisticated plume models (e.g. Degruyter and Bonadonna, 2012;
Woodhouse et al., 2013).

A number of recent eruptions strongly impacted by winds (e.g.
Eyjafjallajökull in 2010, Cordón Caulle in 2011, Calbuco in 2015) have
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reanimated debates over how best to parameterize wind effects on
turbulent entrainment in buoyant plume models, from which scal-
ings are derived (e.g., Degruyter and Bonadonna, 2012; Woodhouse
et al., 2013; Mastin, 2014; Bonadonna et al., 2015c; Woodhouse
et al., 2015; Girault et al., 2016; Folch et al., 2016). Accordingly, a
practical aim is to provide a self-consistent intercomparison of scal-
ings relating the height of volcanic plumes to wind stresses through
their effect on entrainment, as determined from both laboratory
experiments and observations of natural eruptions.

1.2. Plume rising in quiescent conditions: the Morton et al. (1956)
scaling

Most scalings for the rise of volcanic plumes follow the classical
approach of Morton et al. (1956). For a fully developed turbulent
and incompressible plume with steady source conditions, Morton
et al. (1956) develop a similarity theory by making the following
assumptions:

1. The turbulent entrainment of ambient air into the plume is
driven by lateral pressure gradients related to velocity differ-
ences between the plume and the atmosphere. Consequently,
the inflow velocity u4 of ambient fluid into the plume is
assumed to be proportional to the centerline velocity u of the
plume at a height z such that

u4 = au , (1)

where a is the radial entrainment coefficient.
2. The profiles of velocity and density across the plume are of

similar form at all heights along the plume centerline (e.g.,
“top-hat” or Gaussian functions).

For a dry, quiescent and linearly stratified atmosphere, and under
the Boussinesq assumption, a plume rising from a point source of
buoyancy flux with top-hat velocity and density profiles will ascend
to a maximum height (Fig. 1, left) given by:
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where the prefactor 2.8 is the non-dimensional maximum plume

height, F0 is the source buoyancy flux of the plume, N =
√
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is the atmospheric Brunt-Väisälä frequency with g the Earth’s gravity
acceleration, qa the ambient density, z the altitude, and 0 subscript
denoting properties taken at source altitude (cf.Table 1 for a sum-
mary of symbols used). Eq. (2) is, thus, an analytical expression that
explicitly relates the height of a plume to its source condition, the
environmental stratification and the radial entrainment rate.

Explosive volcanic plumes erupt as negatively buoyant jets with
dense pyroclasts in the flow. The initial momentum flux drives
entrainment of atmosphere, which is heated by hot pyroclasts, in
turn reducing the mean density of the jet. If the efficiency of turbu-
lent entrainment and heating from pyroclasts is sufficiently high, the
buoyancy of the column reverses before the initial momentum flux
is exhausted and the mixture rises by natural convection. The height
of the momentum-dominated region is generally small compared to
the total rise height, so that Eq. (2) is commonly applied to study the
rise of volcanic plumes, where the buoyancy flux is specified in terms
of an enthalpy flux (Wilson et al., 1978; Woods, 1995).

The radial entrainment coefficient a is historically calibrated
using small-scale laboratory experiments (e.g. Morton et al., 1956;
Fischer et al., 1979; Chen and Rodi, 1980; Kaminski et al., 2005),
large-scale experiments (e.g. Dellino et al., 2014), or numerical sim-
ulations (e.g. Suzuki and Koyaguchi, 2010, 2015). Laboratory exper-
iments show that for radial top-hat-shaped profiles, a lies between
0.065 and 0.07 in pure jets (driven by a source of momentum only,

Fig. 1. Entrainment hypothesis and scalings for plume height across different wind regimes: quiescent atmosphere (left), intermediate winds (center), and high winds (right).
The different notations are defined in the text and in Table 1. Left (respectively right) picture shows laboratory experiment performed under W∗

0 � 10−3 (respectively W∗
0 � 100).

Pictures in the middle show eruptions occurring under W∗
0 ranging from 10−3 to 10−1.
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